About Houses
Houses are witnesses of our culture, of our identity. Each house has a personal history, made by
humans, mirrors economical and professional development and reminds us on our sources. A house is
the home of different generations and allows us to pass on the experience and knowledge of the older
people to the young.
In the project “Exploring house through curiosity and social learning”, co-funded by the European
Union, institutions from seven European countries. recorded the complex history of old houses, their
architecture, their construction, their social history and the used materials.
We hope to inspire you to more value your living environment, learn about old houses and dare a
restoration.
Specialists, craftsmen, suppliers did provide information and detailed explanations to support you in
the realization of your house renovation.
These tutorials and experts’ tips might help you catching some practices related to old houses.
For more tutorials and information please visit our website http://abouthouses.eu
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Why renovate and restore old
houses?

Old houses have their charm, but often pose remodeling issues. There is no easy decision between
renovating, restoring an old house or building a new one. It depends on you preferred lifestyle, your
abilities to carry out some work and your budget. A plus for older houses might be that they are often in
established neighborhoods whereas newly built houses are often situated in fringes of cities or villages.
Renovation may be necessary, and it is sensible to incorporate energy saving measures with other
home improvement work, to save you money in the long term. You should consider the potential for
architectural improvement, better comfort and facilities to suit your lifestyle, conserve energy and
minimize maintenance requirements.
People interested in revitalizing older neighborhoods will crate added value in the country, region or
city. If you have decided to renovate an older home, you will contribute to meet two goals:
1. to protect residential architectural heritage
2. to save a eco-living place.

ADVANTAGES OF HOME RENOVATION
You can use old materials and reusing rather than building new conserves fossil fuel, wood and metal.
Remodeling an old house also results in energy conservation when an efficient furnace and increased
insulation are included.
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Rehabbing conserves economic resources. It's simply cheaper to renovate than to build new, and it
costs less to live in an energy-efficient house. Remodelers, owners and residents all save money. It can be
cheaper to renovate an old house but it depends upon the renovation that you will make, whether it is a
major renovation or only a slight improvement. You can do some changes and updates according to your
wishes, needs and budget. However, you can often re-use the building materials, they just need a cleaning
and restoration. There is a big market for old building materials, search for it in your region!

A remodeling project can make your home more comfortable and enjoyable. Improving the layout of
your home can make your home more usable and enjoyable. Try to find out the original structures as
they are often thoughtful and chosen with respect to the living and environmental conditions.
Original windows and doors can often be re-used when restored and double glazed but you need to
check it against security and energy efficiency. Your home is an important part of your life. There is no
reason to be uncomfortable in your home when remodeling can increase your enjoyment of the home.
Purchasing a home is the largest investment most people make. Renovating or remodeling your home
is a sure way to increase the value of your home and property. Whether you plan to sell the home,
refinance your mortgage, or are just investing in your home for the future, a remodeling project is a good
way to increase the value. Even small improvement projects can easily increase the value of your home.
Every building needs to be maintained and repaired in order to maintain its value. Your home is no
exception. Home repair costs often increase significantly when maintenance is ignored or postponed too
long. Starting a repair or improvement project when a problem is first noticed will often save money.
Repairing or remodeling parts of your home can reduce maintenance costs later.
A diverse social resource, a mix of people, is attracted to a well-cared-for older neighborhood. People
with differing income levels and occupations, ages and abilities can be found in the older neighborhoods,
where professors and students, seniors and young families are all neighbors on the same tree-lined street.
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An old neighborhood is especially attractive when it retains the charm of its original architecture.
If you are certain that you want to renovate your home, you may also want to explore the idea of
renovating your home to make it eco-friendly. You do have to remember that having an eco-friendly
home will not only benefit you and your family, you will also have an effect on the world itself.
The easiest way to make your home eco-friendly is to bring more natural light into your home.
Having strategically placed windows which will let the natural light in during the day will reduce the
necessity to use lights during the day. In the summer, having too much natural light can be unfortunate in
the sense that this might make your room hotter than usual. To combat this heat, install a ceiling fan
instead of an air-conditioning unit which will not only cost more, but will also be more energyconsuming.
You can also make your home eco-friendly by using existing materials of the house and if you need
to buy, choose eco-friendly materials. Search for products which are toxin-free and which will not be
harmful to your health and the environment.
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How to evaluate age and style of
old houses?

Every age has its own style, conceived according to aesthetic, technical, functional and cultural
criteria. Furthermore, each style has its own peculiar formal and building patterns. An architectural style
can either derive from the previous one, as a result of imperceptible and subsequent alterations, or be
reintroduced as an ancient style, quickly revisited according to modern patterns. The geographical factor
has played a crucial role in the evolution of architecture.
In the relevant literature, architectural styles are precisely defined and described. However, reality is
actually different from theory, as buildings may feature a mix of different styles (as a result of a blend of
different trends, which is typical of intermediate periods, or of overlapping works carried out in different
ages) or elements which cannot be classified (due to the designer's choice or with reference to elements
which cannot be attributed to a specific style).
The process to be undertaken in order to evaluate both style and age of a building, regardless of the
geographic area, includes both research and analysis of available documentation pertaining to single
buildings and their context.
Working with valuable buildings is easier, as information can be gathered from publications, studies
and previously carried out research projects. Moreover, the architectural features are more accentuated
and recognizable: consequently, both style and date are easier to evaluate. On the contrary, vernacular
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architecture usually lacks in information concerning construction dates, while the architectural elements
are less defined. In this case, the research process requires comparisons with similar buildings as well as
an in-depth analysis of all relevant historical documents.

AGE & STYLES

The first stage consists of a study on general architecture literature, in order to get familiar with the
subject, the characteristics of the building and the peculiar architectural styles.
To this end, as a first step we recommend visiting relevant web sites, e.g. .
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Architectural_style
http://www.greatbuildings.com/types.html
After completing the first stage of the research, the analysis will focus on bibliographic sources
providing, if available, historical information on the location, surrounding environment and the building
itself. In this phase of elaboration, it would be useful to verify if the building is catalogued.
The technical public offices in charge of it (in Italy the Superintendence of the Architectural
Heritage, in the Region Friuli Venezia Giulia the Regional Centre of Cultural Heritage and Restoration)
will give all information related to the cataloguing. In case of a positive answer, the researcher will
examine the related documentation.

EXAMINING THE BUILDING

Examining the building, with both reference to general structure and details, is crucial to the
research.
The analysis will enable identifying the building specific features, to be classified and compared with
well-known style patterns.
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The identification of possible works carried out after the construction date will also be essential to
trace the history and evolution of the building.
Analyzing the context is also very important: buildings located in the nearby and the urban layout –
or natural environment may also provide useful information.

CONSULTING HISTORICAL DOCUMENTS
The first stage consists in identifying places where historical documents, drawings and old pictures of
the building could be available for consultation.
In most cases, these information can be found at public records or archives open to the public (i.e. the
historic municipal records, the state archive and the parish record). It is also important to check private
archives or foundations open for consultation.
The research in the archives starts with the examination of the paper or electronic index, which is
usually divided into different sections (sorted out by subject, year, etc.) and files (or folders) identified by a
code.

The brief description provided in the index for each folder will enable the researcher to select the
relevant documentation and ask for its consultation by simply citing the code reported on the folder.
With endless patience and without getting discouraged in case the information can't be immediately
retrieved, the researcher's task is to read and, if necessary, write out or reproduce (when allowed) the
relevant documents.
All gathered information will be elaborated when summarizing results.

CONSULTING HISTORICAL MAPS AND DRAWINGS

When available, historical maps can be useful to the research, as well as drawings and sketches of
both building and location. These documents can be accessed from the above mentioned archives (in
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case there is a section especially devoted to maps and drawings) or previously released publications.
The analysis of historical maps aims to verify the existence of the building on the date of the
cartographic representation.

In case of maps of later periods, possible alterations made over time can be also analyzed. When
consulting maps, it is important to consider how ancient plans may show anomalies. Furthermore, not all
maps were designed with the same degree of precision. However, plans are worth to be taken into
account, as they are likely to provide useful basic information.
If the researcher is lucky and the building is not a very ancient one, drawings of the original
architectural project can also be found. These drawings deserve an in-depth analysis.

COMPARISON WITH SIMILAR BUILDINGS

In case reliable data on both age and style of the building are unavailable, the analysis can be
carried out by comparing it with similar architectural projects dated or datable thanks to verified
information.
Contemporary buildings are likely to unveil similar plan and project layout, as well as comparable
architectural features.
After having analyzed and identified the characteristics of the building, the next stage will focus on the
comparison with other buildings located in the same area (if possible) or other similar architectural
projects. If similarities are satisfactory, at least the construction period can be identified.

SUMMING UP RESULTS
After completing the research process, data will be analyzed, compared and summarized. This stage
will enable the researcher to date the building, either precisely or approximately, also identifying the
architectural style.
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Vernacular architecture is more difficult to assess according to standard styles. In this case, materials,
techniques and architectural features will provide information, in most cases on a local scale, on the
architectural style typical of the period.
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How to identify damages in old
houses?

This tutorial is about how we can identify the preservation of certain materials in the typical houses
of Andalusia, the tutorial will be specifically focused on the North of Granada and its typical houses
called “Cortijos”.
It will be an easy tutorial and you don’t need to have a lot of experience to have a clear understanding.
Although this tutorial is focused on Cortijos, techniques used to recognize materials and damaged
parts of the house, can be extended to other buildings or constructions.
The origin of the these typical houses is from the old Berber towns who were established in the areas
during the Muslim domination, and nowadays similar houses can be found in the North of Morocco.

PREVIOUS RESEARCH

Before studying the damages, it is necessary to have a planimetric of the house, as much accurate as
possible, where it should appear the floor and different elevations, including the façade and rooms. In
order to get this planimetric, we will ask the owners to let us use the plans, which must be in the Land
Registration Offices.
In case these basic documentation is not available, we have two other options:
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To draw a handmade plan of the house’s floor and its elevations. This plan will be drawn in a graph
or squared paper, so we can use it as a guide.
If we don’t have the necessary plans and elevations or we have to wait for them, another option,
which is being very used lately, is to make a more accurate localization of the house marking all damages
on printed photos. These photos will be made with a digital camera and a tripod, perpendicular to the
floor and avoiding oblique angles which may distort the photo.

LOCALIZATION OF DAMAGES AND DETERIORATION

When we start indicating the possible damages on the elevation plan or on the photos, we must also
take into account the research of the existing damages with the same pathology, since we need to
determine the level of the deterioration.
In order to do that, we can use different colours with the same symbol, to indicate if the deterioration is
serious or not. Regardless of the used colours, each deterioration symbol must have a description text
where we explain the kind of deterioration or every interesting factors to recognize the damage and its
seriousness.
It is up to you to use symbols to indicate damages, but they must always follow these requirements:
• They must be clear enough to locate the deterioration (bright colours and different from the ones used
in the planimetric),
• They must be clear enough to not to hide the draw of the elevation (transparent lines).
• The used symbols cannot be used for two or more different damages, and it is better not to repeat the
colour neither.

LOCATION AND CLIMATE
The correct description of the house is essential to have an idea of the used materials, their
behaviour, preservation and damages.
Before identifying the kind of construction and the used materials, it is very important to know the
geographical situation and environmental and weather conditions of the region. The preservation and
behaviour of the materials will depend on these climate conditions.
In order to locate the house, we will use a GPS, which will give us the exact coordinates; maps and
researches on websites with information about the weather conditions of the region.
Although interviewing the people living in the area is an easy and very effective method for obtaining
information, since they can tell us the percentage of rain, how weather conditions are and higher
temperatures reached during summer time, or even the wind direction and rain origin. It is very
important to know this data, since we could identify from them the preservation of woods, walls and
other aspects affected by the wind and rain.
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A very important part of the identification and quantification of damages in the house is to find out
their origin or why they have been produced. This information should be in mind when we start the
restoration process, to take the necessary measures to reduce the risks of deterioration in the future. This
fact is directly related to the material choice and its behaviour.
A useful tool to understand the range and seriousness of the damages is to visit other houses in the
area, since the conditions of the other houses will help us to describe the future behaviour of the
identified damages of our house.

ROOFS

In order to diagnose the deteriorations of a house and judge the preservation state and the
restoration priorities, we must start by evaluating the roof. The conditions of the roof will avoid the rain
to get into the house (its worst enemy) and will also preserve and protect the external parts of the house,
its walls and lockers.
It is very easy and simple to identify and describe a typical roof from a typical house in Andalusia.
There are two different typical roofs:

Tile roof

The tiles are made of fired mud in a mould and it is known as “Arabic tile”.

Click here if you can find more information about the way these tiles are assembled and placed on
the roof: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tile#Roof_tiles

Launa or flat roofs.
These are made of flagstones horizontally placed over the beams and covered with launa, a very
common clay used in the region that it is waterproof. These roofs are very common in the slope of Sierra
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Nevada, especially in Alpujarras and in the North of the cities of Guadix and Almería: http://www.laalpujarra.org/timar/arquitectura-terrao.htm
In other areas of the region, where the rain falls more often, there are also other type of roofs.
These other roofs also require a regular maintenance control. When we describe a house or its roof,
we have to understand that the craftsman who made it had a wide experience gained through the years
and he has used the natural resources on the region and transformed them according to the weather
conditions.
To know how old the roof is, we should inspect the damaged area very accurately and find out at
least two levels of seriousness:
• When the roof is broken and does not perfectly fulfill the water evacuation process, but the water does
not get into the house through the roof.
• When the roof is broken and does not perfectly fulfill the water evacuation process and the water gets
into the house through the roof.

Roof structures

The roof structures of the typical house of Andalusia and in Granada are often made of the region
natural resources. In the picture, we can see a roof made of wooden beams of poplar tree and between
every beam there are several lengths made of canes joint with ropes. The canes leaves are not removed
from the stem because they reinforce the structure.
Check out more at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arundo_donax
For the rooms of the house, a layer of paster is applied over the roof to cover the canes and wooden
beams.
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For the rooms where machines and animals were established, it is not common to apply the layer of
plaster under the roof, so the structure (canes and wooden beams) are visible, although sometimes a layer
of lime is applied.

EXTERNAL FAÇADES

Walls of the houses are often made of:

Stones

Often collected from the river, called pebbles. Since these pebbles are cleaned because of the river,
they don’t have any salt and give a harder and stabler wall. Most of the times, pebbles are located in the
foot of the wall, because the weight is heavier and there is more risk of humidity. They give more
stability to the wall and it start from one meter under the ground so they are used as the foundations of
the house.

Bricks of mud

These are very easy to identify and they can be located in different positions. They are fixed with
plaster or lime mortar.

Adobe

Adobe is made of mud, water and straw for internal walls or small pebbles for external walls. They
are placed in two lines to give strength and resistance to the wall. In addition, they are stuck with the
same mud but with any added material.

Mortars

Normally, there are only two kind of mortars, mortars made of plaster and mortars made of lime.
These mortars have two functions:
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3. To be used as a stick for pebbles, bricks, etc.
4. To level the external surfaces of the walls, so they can be painted after it.

It is so easy to identify these mortars. We only need to add a vinegar drop on them and because of its
chemist composition, lime will lose CO2 and will produce small effervescences, while the plaster’s sulfate
won’t react to the vinegar and won’t produce any effect. These two materials are not normally mixed in
the same wall, thus it could rarely happen.

EXTERNAL ENDINGS
This term refers to the ending of the different materials used to build the wall. In the typical houses
of Andalusia, especially in Granada, lime has been the most used material for finishing the walls: http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lime_mortar
Lime was applied during the withe washing process that is done at least once a year for the external
windows. The application of this process it is due to several factors:
• It is cheap and very easy to prepare.
• It has a reflecting property. It is necessary to be protected of the sunshine because sun is very strong
during the summer time.
• It is waterproof, what protects materials under it, as plaster and adobe.
• This layer is very simple to identify.
• It is white or light blue (it is frequent to add blue colouring to it).
• It is seen as layers or flakes after applying it. These layers and flakes are very fragile and can be
dislodged easily.
• It absorbs water unlike external paints, which are waterproof.
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EXTERNAL LOCKERS

External lockers are normally made with wood, even when they are for doors of windows. The
lockers can have a glass window or a shutter to protect the house for the weather conditions and keep
having sunlight.
Wood is very easy to identify and even thought it could be difficult to determine what kind of wood
we are talking about and we need more experience, knowing the draw of the wood and its hardness is an
important data to know what group of wood it belongs to:
• Hard woods are trees with a slow growth as walnut and chestnut tree.
• Soft woods are trees with a fast growth as poplar and pine tree
Most of the times, woods are covered with oil paints in different tonalities or they have been treated
with oils or natural wax. It is simple to identify at a glance if they have been treated with oil paints, but if
they have been treated with oils or wax, it would need to touch or scratch them with a metal instrument,
or even put some drops of water to see how they get into the wood.

INTERNAL ENDINGS
The internal walls ending is made with tempera, also known as “paste”. It is a paste made with
water, glue and inner loads. It can be easily identified because:
• It will become eroded if we touch it.
• If it gets wet (even with saliva), a mark will remain there.
• If there is humidity, the paste will become dust.
It is also common to find internal endings made of lime paints and we can identify it if doesn’t
respond to the above mentioned process.
However, if we have tempera, the identification process is different:
• If we touch or press it, it will erode in layers or slates.
• If it gets wet, it will absorb humidity quickly.
• It there is humidity in the room, it will remain stable.

IDENTIFICATION OF RESTORATION INTERVENTIONS

Finally, regarding the quantification of damages or describing the preservation of a house, it is
necessary to identify the different stages of the restoration process that has been already done in the
house. If these restorations have been done in a short space of time, it will be difficult to identify them,
but if the restoration has been done in a long space of time, it will be easier to identify it, since it will
correspond with the materials identification.
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The appearance or not of modern materials will indicate a recent restoration process made in the
house (as iron beams, cement mortars, waterproof paints, etc). The earlier the restoration has been done,
the more difficult will be to identify it, and so the identification of the original building process of the
house.
It seems to be easy to identify the restoration in recent times, since new materials don’t coexist very
well with old and original materials because they have different ageing stages and different responses of
contraction and expansion movements experimented by the materials due to humidity and temperature
changes. These restorations we are talking about can be localized because of:
• Changes in the color of the mortars used for covering,
• Cracks and fissures in jointed materials,
• Different methods of working with the original materials, such as pebbles, beams and wood.
• Different ending levels, etc.
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How to identify used materials?

Restoration is the most common sense to repair without destroy the original. The main problem in
restoration is identifying materials and how they are used.
This section provides identifies of main materials in restoration as well as old buildings.

WOOD

Wood is a durable material, perfect for manual working. This material has always been commonly
used in architecture or decoration. Durability of wood depends on the time of its logging. If it is dry
enough and logged at a proper time, it can resist the impact of many biological agents. Negligence in
handling and storing of wood may quickly result in severe damages, or even destruction, of construction
elements or decorations.
Internal factors precipitating wood devastation are related to wood properties: its age, sort, hardness,
content of white-woods and heart-woods, ring’s thickness, increment of growth proportions, degree of
fungal and bacterial decomposition, presence of polychrome or gilt.
The influence of these factors makes itself apparent in the rate of biological pest development
and mechanical properties deterioration. The degree of resistance is first of all determined by wood sort,
its anatomic structure and content of such substances as: resins, ethereal and other oils, tannins and
wax.
Classification of wood is then as follows:
• High resistant: oak, elm, cedar, cypress, douglas spruce, robinia, black chestnut…etc
• Medium resistant: beech, ash, spruce, pine, fir…etc
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• Low resistant: maple, aspen, linden, poplar, willow..etc

Wood properties

Wood is characterized by specific properties and features. Some of them help determine wood types.
Below are the most important properties of wood:
Tinge is characteristic of many kinds of wood. Tinge range of domestic wood includes white, yellow,
red, dark red, and brown hues.
• Wood pattern is characteristic of a given wood type with its visible structural elements: yearly
rings, vessels, core rays and defects.
• Wood gleam characterizes the surface of longitudinal cross-section. The degree of gleam intensity
depends on surface smoothness and wood type.
• Wood smell is determined by chemical components such as resin, tannin, ethereal oils, etc. Right after
felling the smell is most intense and weakens when wood is being dried.
• Wood humidity stands for the amount of water in wood. Water is the main component of cells. It is
found in tubules, white-wood, cell membranes and between them.
• Wood hygroscopic is the ability to absorb water steam from the surrounding air.
• Wood displays hygroscopic within the range from 0% to 30% of its humidity, which means that with
humidity higher than 30%, it does not absorb any water steam from air, but can still absorb water, get
soaked with it. The most sensitive to humidity is the transverse wood cross-section.
• Wood shrinking (constriction) and swelling comes about as a result of water evaporation and
absorption. Wood shrinks and swells in the range of 0 up to 30%. Degree of shrinking varies for
different wood types and is depended on wood cross-section. Wood shrinking involves cracking most
usually from the core edge, i.e. in accordance with radial cross-section
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Wood Defects

Wood defects are all discrepancies in structure, natural features and damages, which reduce technical
applicability and usage of wood. Natural defects developing in live wood are primordial, and those
occurring after felling are secondary caused by e.g. improper storage.
Snags, or branch left-overs, belong to the chief wood defects, since they decrease wood resistance,
disrupt fibers and rings paths, and make working them difficult.
Cracks emerge as a result of tissue disjunction. They are severe defects. They are different in
shape and size. Wood quality is particularly lowered by deep, long and circular cracks. Cracks are mostly
caused by improper storage and drying.
Structural wood defects are divergence from nor mal wood structure. The main
structural divergences are twists and complicated layout of fibers, uneven yearly rings, resins
swells, excessive presence of resins in wood and core and canker.
Infestation by fungi is possible in live wood and after wood felling, and even in such objects like
furniture, sculpture, floors, etc. Discoloration wood defects are caused by parasitical fungi and
discoloration defects do not reduce wood sturdiness or durability, they only have some aesthetic sideeffect.
Natural wood defects are usually caused by insects parasites. Both surface and deep gangways reduce
wood mechanical durability. Big swarms of insects may eventually lead to total wood destruction.

MAKING-UP LOSSES
There are now many conservatory materials available on the market that can be used as
for restoration of an antique object. A conservationist, before choosing the material, must make a few
essential conservatory activities. It is necessary to carry out detailed assessment of the object to
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determine the age of the object, magnitude of damages, type of wood the object was made of, and what
expositional purposes it will serve.
We can distinguish two main methods of making-up losses:

Tapping

This method requires that new wood be applied to make up the loss. It is necessary to find the same
kind of wood, adjust the wood rings particularly for non-polychrome wood in which any refills and lutes
are immediately visible.

Luting

This is made from mixtures of fillers and glues. Luting mass should have resistance similar to that
of wood. The following luting masses are used:
• glutinous bonding agent and wood powder is used sawdust or chalk as the filler.
• wax, chalk and auger is good for making fillings of small wood losses. It is applied as hot, and then
after cooling
• epoxide resins and wood powder. It can be applied in thick layers and gets ideally bonded with wood
and becomes very resistant to atmospheric influences.For filling small wood losses we can use lutes
based on polyvinyl acetate and wood powder. The material used for refilling large losses does not need
to duplicate wood properties, since does not play the function of the lute.
Luting masses are not good for such losses as they are likely to increase the overall weight of the
object, which may damaging or even breaking of the object. An ideal material replacing removed wood
is polyurethane foam. It enters and fills up fine cracks in a painting layer, because it adheres to wood very
well.

METALWORKING
Metalworking is the process of working with metals to create individual parts, assemblies, or large
scale structures. Metalwork is an ancient art, both functional and decorative. Smelting involve extracting
a metal from its ore (a mineral containing the metal) by heating the metal ore in a furnace to a very high
temperature. Forming modify the shape of the object being formed by deforming the object, process a
method of shaping metal by hammering.
Cold forging is generally limited to relatively soft metals including gold, silver, and copper alloys. Most
metals are hot forged.

Casting

Casting is a process by which a material is introduced into a mold while it is liquid, allowed to
solidify in the shape inside the mold, and then removed producing a fabricated object part. Metal
decoration techniques patters can be produced by the use of the hammer or tracer or by engraving.
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Relief

Relief is the method of raising a pattern or Picture in relief on a metal background are; cold tooling,
hammering into a matrix, repoussé or hammering free-hand, and casting Fretting refers to cut designs
along the edge of metal plates.

Openwork

Openwork is referred to the technique of cutting out decorative motifs, sometimes employed
to reveal an underlying layer of metal or textile. Filigree is a jewel work of a delicate kind made with
twisted threads usually of gold and silver or stitching of the same curvy motif, to suggest lace.

Inlay

Inlay is a common technique for decoration, often found on wooden stocks of firearms, decorative
ceiling or the metal surfaces.

Gilding, silvering

Gilding and Silvering implies the application of a very thin sheet of gold or silver to a surface
with the help of an adhesive, usually known as water or oil gilding, or the application of powdered
metal suspended in a medium (gold paint or lacquer).

Niello

Niello (savat) is a black lustrous material used as an inlay mainly on silver or gold.

Enamel
Enamels are made by covering copper alloys, silver, gold and even iron with glass.

METALS

As old house owners you have to deal a lot of different metals and you need to understand their main
properties before start restoration.

Iron

A heavy malleable ductile magnetic silver-white metallic element that readily rusts in moist air,
occurs native in meteorites and combined in most igneous rocks, is the most used of metals.

Copper
Reddish metal of bright luster, highly malleable and ductile and having high electrical and heat
conductivity.

Lead
A soft, malleable poor metal, also considered to be one of the heavy metals. Lead has a bluish white
color when freshly cut, but tarnishes to a dull grayish color when it is exposed to air and is a shiny
chrome silver when melted into a liquid.
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Silver

A soft, white, lustrous transition metal, it has the highest electrical conductivity of any element and
the highest thermal conductivity of any metal. Most silver is produced as a byproduct of copper, gold,
lead, and zinc mining.

Gold

Dense, soft, shiny and the most malleable and ductile of the known metals.

METAL DETERIORATION

By far the most important type of deterioration in metals results in chemical rather than physical
damage. Chemicals derived from both inorganic sources and the activity of biological organisms are ever
present in the environment and usually bring about a chemical change in the metals, known as
corrosion.
There are two types of corrosion a metal can undergo:
• Dry corrosion, usually taking the form of thin surface patination or tarnishing,
• Aqueous corrosion, where the metal is attacked more vigorously because of the presence of moisture.

Deteriorated Iron
Brown patinas may form naturally in relatively dry air containing no pollution. Humidity and the
presence of corrosion stimulators will normally cause such a patina to develop into a thicker crust of
minerals. Stable rust is red-brown in colour, usually well adhered, and is caused by exposure to moisture
sometime during an object's lifetime. This rust will remain unchanged as long as the relative humidity
remains low. Iron objects sometimes appear black because of iron (II) sulphide formed by sulphate
reducing bacteria. The layer can be hard and shiny or sludge-like with much of the metal.
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Weeping iron is the formation of small, round droplets of water at high relative humidity. These
droplets become covered with a thin film of rust. It is caused by salt contamination in objects. After
weeping has occurred and the relative humidity has dropped, an iron object is often covered with hollow
shells of rust.

Deteriorated Copper
Coloured patinas form on copper alloys by very slow controlled corrosion either in the presence of
moisture, carbon dioxide and oxygen.
The colour depends on the corrosion product formed which depend partly on the environment and
partly on the alloy.
A basic green coloration is given by emerald/dark green malachite, basic copper carbonate.
A blue colour develops from another basic copper carbonate, azurite. Green crusts often contain the
same minerals as the patinas, but being formed under different conditions, they create rough uneven
encrustations instead of smooth surfaces. Atacamite and paratacamite is green crust, but the later is light
green, soft and powdery. This crust is very dangerous for copper and its alloys.

Deteriorated Lead

In the atmosphere, a thin layer of lead oxide will form a protective layer over the metal.
Lead gradually darkens with time to form a stable dark gray patina (see the lead sheet at the bottom of
model on the right-hand side). Lead suffering from active corrosion turns white. This layer include the
white lead sulphates. It can be discoloured by oxides (pink, red, grey, yellow). Corrosion products are
usually white.

Deteriorated Silver

Even in dry air, base silver is tarnished by a layer of copper oxide, whilst the presence of as little as
two parts per million of sulfur in the form of hydrogen sulphide or sulfur dioxide, will cause silver itself
to blacken by the formation of a protective layer of silver sulphide. Thin tarnish layers on silver can vary
from yellow to red to blue before the layer becomes black, its final colour.
Copper in a base silver alloy corrodes preferentially to the silver. In acidic conditions where the
copper corrosion products are dissolved away, the remaining silver will probably be blackened. A bright
or corroded silver object is often more brittle than would be imagined. It may be result of phase
alterations over time or of inter-granular corrosion deep within the alloy.

Deteriorated Gold

Gold is a relatively inert metal and thus undergoes minimum corrosion. It is the copper and/or
silver-based gold alloys that easily corrode, resulting in silver or copper corrosion compounds that leave
an enriched and possibly weakened gold surface.
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STONE

Natural stones are of many different natures and most of them are made of minerals composed by
few elements: metals (i.e. Magnesium, Calcium, Potassium...), non-metal (i.e. Carbon, Silicon, Oxigen,
Sulfur).The following table is providing mean data for the most diffused kind of stones arranged by
increasing porosity.

Rock Types

Compressive/Strength Porosity %
(MPa)

Slate

100 - 200

0,1 - 0,5

Basalt

100 - 300

0,1 - 1,0

Granite

100 - 250

0,5 - 1,5

Gneiss

50 - 200

0,5 - 1,5

Marble

100 - 250

0,5 - 2,0

Dolomite

30 - 250

1,0 - 5,0

Limestone

30 - 250

5,0 - 20,0

Sandstone

20 - 170

5,0 - 25,0

Shale

5 - 100

10,0 - 30,0

Tuff

15 - 200

15,0 - 40,0

Due to inner physical peculiarities (i.e. stratification or pile-up of strata) the compressive strength of a
stone may vary depending on the way the load is applied to it.
A first simple subdivision based on these assumptions could then be:
• hard rocks (mostly igneous/metamorphic) whenever showing low porosity and high compressive
strengths, thus less workable;
• soft rocks (mostly sedimentary) whenever showing high porosity and low compressive strengths, thus
more easily workable.
Artificial stones (i.e cement or other carbonate compounds and bricks) due to their nature or relative
youth, are not considered in the present study section.

Sedimentary Stones
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Sedimentary stones are the most used kind in the building tradition, both for structural or decorative
purposes, to be found in many cultural areas due to their wide diffusion on planet Earth’s surface and
relatively ease of mining and tooling.
In case of other structural elements such as beams or pilasters/columns (one dimension much bigger
than the other two) less stratified sedimentary stones are chosen (i.e. Limestones ,Travertines and
homogeneous Sandstones). Decorative features such as statues or bas-reliefs are usually done with more
compact sedimentary stones (i.e. Limestones ,Travertines and homogeneous and compact Sandstones).

Metamorphic stones

Because it can be effectively cut into slabs, layering of coarser structures is the usual employment of
Marble (see Roman building tradition) although it can be tooled and prepared in any size.
Slates, due to their low porosity, clear foliation and a crystals’ structure that makes them naturally
waterproofed, are extensively used for tiling (flooring and roofing) in many different slab-form sizes.
Very little usage is found for other purposes and cut sizes as it happens for Schist and Gneiss Stones.

Igneous Stone
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These stones show an extremely variable workability that varies from the highly porous and soft Tuffs
to the heavy and hard Basalts (also Porphyry) or Granites.
For their nature some of the Tuffs (generally named pyroclasts) are also used just as aggregates to
produce mortars (see the Latin tradition with Pozzolanes) but, whenever the proper kind is available, they
are widely used as wall blocks of small to medium dimensions laid with little mortar in between.
On the other hand, Granites or Basalts, because of their eminent resistance to water absorption and
therefore frost and because of their overall hardness, are well employed also for open air paving solutions
(see the Baltic cultures tradition).
Granites can be cut in many different sizes and shapes, from slabs to beams/columns and blocks, even of
huge dimensions.

DEGRADATION OR DETERIORATION AT NATURAL STONES
Deterioration processes affecting stones are usually due to:

• Physical causes;
• Chemical causes;
• Biological causes.
Most of these causes are activated by water which presence, within the stone, is due to direct
exposure to atmospheric phenomena (rain, moisture, condensation etc.) or absorption by capillarity and
therefore by its porosity.It can be said that deterioration of stone is mostly due to:
• Physical variations of water (i.e. evaporation or freezing) and of the salts within it (crystallization);
• Chemical reactions caused by acid waters interacting with Calcium Carbonate, therefore affecting
mostly carbonate rocks and carbonate-cemented sandstones, such as sulphitation, carbonation and
argilification.
• Biological deterioration is a vast term comprising, in the case of stones, metabolic activity of one or
more populations (animal or vegetal) living on stone’s surface or sub-surface.
All of these deteriorations produce specific macroscopic alterations not difficult to discern and
therefore to point out as the reasons for possible intervention.

CONSERVATION AND RESTORATION OF STONES

Because of the 3 typical deterioration causes’ families (physical, chemical and biological) the actions
that are more diffusely performed in the conservation and restoration of stones are synthetically listed as:
• Cleaning: usually at surface up to sub-surface level, of whatever deteriorates or might in future cause
the deterioration of stone.
• Consolidation: Re-establish cohesion between particles of deteriorated stone.
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• Reconstruction and Reintegration: Re-establish cohesion between fallen or detaching pieces and the
original stone, in the first case, and provide proper solutions for the addition of missing volumes so to
give back readability to decorative deteriorated features and re-establish the overall structural
resistance in the latter.
• Protection and Maintenance: the usual finishing to the deteriorated stone is the use of a protective.
These actions are always preceded by a series of environmental monitoring campaign and diagnostic
tests to assess nature of materials and deterioration. They can be extended to laboratory and in situ
testing of the foreseen treatments. They are always performed by specialists and are fundamental to
direct the proper choices of the conservation and restoration designers.
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How to use lime in old houses and
restoration?

What is lime, where does it come from and how can we obtain it?
Lime is a natural, inorganic and air conglomerate which is obtained from the calcination of
calcareous rocks. Limestone is a component of calcium carbonate (Ca CO3) and other impurities like
clay, magnesium carbonate, silica, etc. In order to obtain a good quality lime and maintain its properties,
the impurities cannot exceed the 5%.
A total of 95% of calcium carbonate would be the minimum to produce good quality lime. In the
field of construction the purity is less important, so there are other kinds of lime also used (hydraulic and
magnesium lime).
The excavation of the limestone is made in a quarry and explosives are needed. However, hand
works are still applied in the production of limestone in a small amount. In most of the ovens the raw
material must be reduced at a standard size (100mm – 150mm) and this process is made with special
crushing machines, although for small amounts it is preferable to do it by hand.
Quicklime is found in the nature and it can be synthesized from sea water which contains regular
concentration of calcium carbonates and magnesium; by means of chemical reactions and
physicochemical processes, the carbonate is converted into hydroxide of calcium and a last calcination
will produce calcium oxide.
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This kind of material used to do a lime mortar is obtained from limestone calcine at 900 – 1200 ºC
during several days in a rotary or a traditional roman or arabic oven. Thanks to these conditions, the
carbonate is unstable and loses one molecule of carbon dioxide.
The calcium oxide severely reacts in contact with water and it reaches 300 ºC. This is when
hydroxide of calcium is produced, also called muted lime or Ca (OH)2.
Hydroxide of calcium reacts again in contact with carbon dioxide in the air to form calcium
carbonate. The mass becomes harder after this reaction and so oxide of calcium is part of the process to
elaborate lime mortars, specially when our aim is to plaster white walls.

HISTORY OF THE LIME MORTAR

It is known that Cretan civilization in the Mediterranean Sea used lime as mortar more than three
thousand years ago. In China the Great Wall of China also contains lime mortar. It has been proved that
lime is a proper and durable material for construction. Pont du Gard, the ancient Roman aqueduct
bridge that crosses the Gard River in southern France, was built in XVIII with a mortar based on
hydraulic lime and it is still waterproof nowadays. They attribute the good quality of the mortar to the
selection of materials and the time used to roll the mortar flat during the construction process.
The mortar has been used from ancient years and first mortars were made of mud and clay. In
Babylon, they had stones shortage but clay was abundant, therefore all local constructions were made of
bricks put together with slit or pitch used as a mortar. Researchers have found that the first civilization
using this kind of mortar were inhabitants of Tappeh Sialk (Iran) who built ziggurat temples in 2900
B.C. Also in the first pyramids of Egypt, a mortar of mud and clay was used to put bricks together. For
the construction of the next pyramids, they used a mortar of slit or a mix of plaster and sand. The next
civilization using this mortar were Greeks, who used a mix of slit and volcanic ash. Then the mortar was
known as hydraulic mortar, which also becomes hard under the water. In the following years, Romans
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improved the use of the mortar made of volcanic ashes and they changed it for a mortar made of
grinder terra cotta and aluminum oxide and silicon oxide.

HOW LIME IS MADE AND USED

In order to cook the limestone it is necessary to have it at 898ºC, and during this process carbon
dioxide (CO2) and a considerable lack of weight and volume can be appreciated. The product obtained
after the rock is cook and it is the oxide of calcium (CaO), commonly known as quicklime.
In order to use quicklime in the elaboration of mortar, this material must pass a dulling process made
with water. During this process, a exothermic reaction is produced and it can reach up to 300ºC. The
dulling of the lime can be made in two different ways:
1- By introducing lime in a pit filled with water, as it was made in ancient times. From this process
lime is obtained as paste which traditionally was considered of a better quality than the dulled through
different methods. However, with current technology one minute of dulling in machines is equivalent to
one year of dulling in pits. See video
2- By means of spraying with only the necessary amount of water. This system is used nowadays and
the final product is a kind of lime hydrated but with the appearance of dry powder. (There is another
system which consists in exposing lime to air and rain).
After the dulling process, we will obtain hydroxide of calcium (Ca(OH)2), also known as dulled lime.
A mix of dulled lime, sand and water is normally used to produce lime mortar. Lime mortars harden
because of the carbonization process which is divided in two phases: in the first phase, the loss of water
gets the mortar hard, and on the second phase, which can be slower than the previous one, the mortar
gets hard due to the chemical process of carbonization with the CO2 contained in the air. The
carbonization process takes a lot of time and is quickly produced in the surface that is in contact with the
air. See video
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In this way, at the end of the carbonization process, the lime gets the same crystal structure and
composition than the stone lime is got from (Ca CO3). The only difference is the size of crystals that are
smaller than in the original stone. Therefore, the calcium carbonate obtained after the carbonization
process has mechanical properties lower than the original material what makes it less resistant.

Stone calcination process
CO3 Ca(Calcium Carbonate) + Heat(1.000 ºC) -> Ca O(Lime) + CO2(Carbon Dioxide)

Dulling process

Ca O(Lime) + H2O(Water) -> Ca (OH)2(Dulled Lime) + Heat

Mortar carbonization process

Ca (OH)2(Dulled Lime) + CO2(Carbon Dioxide) -> CO3 Ca(Calcium Carbonate) + H2O(Water) +
Heat

ADVANTAGES OF LIME AGAINST OTHER KIND OF CEMENT MORTARS

Lime mortars guarantee their good behavior in old buildings, where the time has shown its
compatibility with other materials such as stone, marble, or even brick. It has been used as mortar to
stick other materials, and as coating on walls and ceilings. Historically it has coexisted with other
minerals such as gypsum, which has also been used as mortar, but implementation has been different and
very different places.
Using lime mortar for building has some advantages since this material behaves in a different way
than conventional gypsum mortars. Comparing lime mortar with gypsum, lime mortar experiences
higher and slower hardness process, and depending on the variety of air lime or hydraulic lime, it favors
the presence of moisture, and allows the wall to transpire and let out the moisture and other minerals.
Old craftsmen knew this behavior, and therefore they always applied this mortar in the lower parts of the
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houses where there is a higher risk of moisture appearance, as well as in the outside walls of homes and
buildings.
In the nineteenth century, the problem of slow hardening caused the abandonment the use of this
material in home renovation, and the culture of the cement was imposed. The cement comes to set
quickly and becomes very hard, however the pores of the mortar are closed and this fact does not let the
walls perspire, eventually causing moisture on the wall, and the appearance of minerals, with consequent
problems for the housing wall.
Advantages of the lime mortar with respect to the cement:
• Good plasticity and workability, since lime covers the surface between the aggregates avoiding friction
and improving sliding
• No shrinkage due to the volumetric stability against moisture
• Adaptation to deformation and low risk of cracking due to its elasticity
• Water vapor permeability due to its porosity to allow the carbonization of calcium oxide, which gives
breathability and prevents the condensation, and it also provides a good thermal and acoustic
insulation
• Does not cause efflorescence since it does not contain soluble salts
• It can be applied in thinner layers than cement mortars
• It ensures the sealing and coating
• It is resistant to penetration of rainwater
• Disinfectant and natural fungicide due to the alkalinity of the lime
• It is fireproof and does not produce toxic gases

THE USE OF LIME

Lime is one of the most used materials throughout the story in the field of construction and in the
artistic creation, especially in wall paintings. Its use dates back to Neolithic and extends across the board,
until the commercialization of cement in the nineteenth century. This material has mainly been used in
two very different forms:
• As a mortar: Since ancient times, lime has been used as a conglomerate for construction in different
cultures. Many different buildings have been made of lime, such as religious buildings, palaces, castles,
bridges and aqueducts, and even houses.
• As coating: It has also been used to paint walls and façades in buildings made of adobe or mud, very
common in houses from the Mediterranean coast. This tradition is still used in Andalusia and northern
Morocco.
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How is lime used in the restoration of houses?

Nowadays, lime is used as mortar in the restoration of houses. This mortar is a paste made of lime,
water and sand. Lime mortar is very important in construction since it is the material used to stick
building blocks such as bricks, rocks, concrete blocks and others. It is also used to fill in the spaces
between the blocks and to plaster the walls.
It is very important to distinguish between air lime, also called quicklime, and hydraulic lime, since
the latter contains many silicates and has a different behavior, especially as construction material. The
hydraulic lime and white cement have a similar behavior in construction, and therefore hydraulic lime is
invalid to restore ancient monuments.

LIME AND SAND MORTARS
Volume Lime Paste

Volume Sand

Common Use

1

1

coating

1

2

plastering

1

3

brick walls

1

4

masonry walls

Only the air lime has a bioclimatic capacity and can be kept in perfect condition for many centuries,
since it has pores that allow the walls to perspire and it is waterproof. It also regulates temperature inside
a house through the effect of "breathing". The rest of the materials used to build a house should be
traditional too, such as stone, clay, traditional brick, etc. Lime is also used to paint houses both internally
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and externally since as it has been said, it allows the walls to breathe, whereas plastic paints on the
contrary prevent perspiration.

Other use of lime

Another use of lime is for painting the walls and ceilings, in some cases with a broad brush. Same as
plaster and stucco, this painting has a bioclimatic behavior that makes a building colder in summer and
warmer in winter. This is known as drinking jug effect.
It is also used as part of the mixture used to build mud walls.
It can also be used to build dirt roads or with lime mortar that maintains and regulates the
temperature of its surface, creating a soft microclimate area and avoiding the appearance of puddles.
Therefore, lime can also be used to disinfect surfaces such as walls and prevent pests in trees by
painting the surface of the trunk with whitewash.
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Techniques and methods to
restore stone walls

In reading this tutorial, you will understand the basic construction principles of stones walls, learn
how to repair damages and apply a finish to such a wall.
Even though we focus on houses in the South of France, more precisely of those in the Departement
Aude and Pyrénées-Orientales, the principles for restoring stone walls might be the same in other regions
of the world.

UNDERSTANDING THE CONSTRUCTION
There are two main different types of wall construction:

• Dry walls - built with stones only
• Stones lying in a mortar bed
Dry walls can be find in exterior constructions, such as sheds, stables and on the vineyards, whereas
for residential houses the second style variant is prioritized.
We focus on walls for houses, but the principles of building the walls are similar.
Most of the ancient houses in the region are built with natural limestones from their immediate
neighborhood, either from the quarries in Ferrals les Corbières or just from the fields in the Garrigue.
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The yellow, white or grey stones from the quarries were used for decorative elements in the walls,
such as window and door frames. The so called “Saint Jean Fleuris”, the gray marble from a former
quarry in La Palme, a small village in the Department Aude, has also been used for decorative elements
and for the floors and pavements.
The houses we recorded in Aude are built on rocky underground, with walls between 50-70cm thick.
The biggest stones were rectangular-shaped and used for the foundation and for corners. The position of
stones are transverse, changing stones with half the size of the wall and those of the total size, the spaces
between these stones are filled with smaller ones.

Originally, the majority of the facades are protected by lime mortar. Only public houses or those
from rich people were left with visible stones, the joints spliced with lime mortar. Nowadays, some people
remove the final plaster during restoration and leave the stones visible. However, it is beautiful to see, but
a costly way of restoring a facade and real experts for this work are booked many months in advance.
Plastering a wall fulfills not only an aesthetic demand, it also serves to protect the walls against
knocks, rain, liquids, erosion and it secures the whole construction.

DAMAGES AND CAUSES

The most damages arise from humidity and penetrating water. Limestones are porous and thus
accumulating and storing water, ascending water from the ground, or ingress of rainwater. If,
additionally, those damages in the outer or inner walls are “repaired” with cement or an acrylic based
plaster, the walls cannot dry out because of the water surplus.
Mould stains and musty smell is the result and in the long term, the stones will be dissolved and
granulated.
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Remove these barriers on the walls and install a gutter (as that often did not exist on very old houses)
and/or a drainage to route the rainwater to the local canalization or, collect it in a rainwater tank for
further use.

REPAIRING A STONE WALL

Restoring a wall starts with removing the old plaster and all the odd pieces and covers which are not
original, such as pieces of cement, gypsum, wood, plastic etc.
The best way to remove the old mortar from the surface is doing it manually bit by bit with a pick
hammer.
To remove harder (cement) mortar you need an electronic percussion hammer, but this is very heavy
to use and you have to do the finish with your pick hammer afterwards anyway. If you want to leave the
stones visible afterwards, you have to remove the old mortar to a depth of about 2 cm between the
stones. Don't worry about stones moving or falling out, but put a tarp under your working place to catch
them, especially when working at height. Afterwards, you have to wash the wall with water (either with
an ordinary water hose or with a Karcher) to remove all the loose, dusty pieces. You wash from top to
down and don’t pose the nozzle directly into the joints to avoid washing out the sand from the inner
parts of the wall.
Then, in case you need to replace stones, take the same natural stones which are used in your wall.
You can either find them in the fields in your neighborhood, but more probably you will have to buy
them in a quarry or at a supplier of building materials.
You position them in a lime mortar bed. Mix 3 parts of fine sand (0/3) with one part of lime
hydraulic (NHL 3,5) and water. It’s difficult to say how much water you have to add as this depends on
how much water is in the sand, but you should be able to form it by hand. If it’s too dry, it will fall apart,
and if it is too muddy, it will drop out.
However, you can replace the stones immediately after washing the wall.

PLASTER AND PAINTS

Every expert will tell you to use a lime mortar for plastering. It supports the exchange of humidity
and lets the wall breathe. It is comparatively flexible and moves with the wall and does not crack.
A cement mortar mix is very strong and does not support the breathing of the wall. Sooner or later,
you will get the problems with dammed up humidity and cracks on the surface or the stones.
Adding impermeable supplements to a lime mortar mix is also reducing the ability of the wall to
breathe.
The best temperature for plastering is between 12°C - 20°C. It shouldn’t be too cold or too warm,
thus you can’t really plaster in summer. The mix would be drying too fast and crack.
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A traditional lime plaster

The traditional lime plaster (l’enduit traditionnel à la chaux) consists of three layers:
1. Le gobetis (rough coating)
2. Le corps d’enduit (main layer)
3. La couche de finition (finish)
Even though the composition of the three layers is different, the application is always done by hand.
We are using hydraulic lime for the first two layers and air hardening lime for the finish. Lime gets its
mechanical firmness through an exothermic reaction by adding water.
Hydraulic lime contains also minerals and is therefore drying much faster, can be applied thicker but
is not so shock resistant.
Air hardening lime is pure lime and you can add as much water as you like (e.g. for lime wash paint)
to work with. It dries in air for several weeks or months and gets it shock resistance while drying. It can
be applied only in very thin layers.

Le gobetis (rough coating)
This is a semi-liquid mix of 2 parts of sand (0/3 - 0/5), 1 part of hydraulic lime (NHL 3,5) and
water. It is necessary to have a good grip for the following couches. The maximum thickness is 7 mm.
Experts are throwing the mixture by using a normal sized trowel with their backhand on the wall. For
the amateur this is very difficult. Make sure, that your wall is damp.
However, afterwards you have a rough surface with a good grip for the following layer.
If you want to only close the joints and leave the stones visible, then you can skip this stage.
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Le corps d’enduit (main layer)

The second layer is the most important layer of your enduit. It gives your facade the final shape and
protects it by its thickness.
You apply it 48 hours after the gobetis, but make sure your wall is damp enough.
Mix 3 parts of sand (0/3) with 1 part of hydraulic lime (NHL 3,5) and water.
This mixture should have a thick but creamy consistence and will be applied with a trowel.
You smoothen it either with your trowel or a taloche.
The layer is 2-3 cm thick.
For closing the joints and letting the stones be visible afterwards, you apply the mortar mix with a
small trowel and press it into the joints. Let it dry a bit and sleek the joints afterwards with your small
trowel or with a medium damp sponge.

La couche de finition (finish)

You apply the final layer about seven days later.
Mix 3 parts of sieved fine sand (0,8) with 1 part of air hardening lime and water.

Color it with mineral pigments but respect the color palette of your environment. Apply a thin layer
of max. 1 cm and smoothen it with a taloche. Damp your wall before you start.
There are many techniques or the decorative finish, such as lime wash, Stucco or Fresco. You only
need lime, sand, marble powder, pigments, water, time and patience ;-)

INSULATION

Insulation of an old, stonewall house is done with the renewal of the external and internal plaster as
described above. These walls are usually 40-70 cm thick, + 3-5 cm external plaster and + 1-3 cm
internal plaster.
Mixing hemp into the corps d’enduit improves the heat transfer coefficient. In that case, your corp
d’enduit will be about 7-8 cm thick.
When you are thinking of installing an energy efficient heating system, then choose a wall heating
and/or floor heating.
Any kind of applied external thermal insulation will lower the ability of the wall the breath. As a
result, the humidity will stay in the wall and either leave to the inner parts of the house if these walls are
just plastered with lime mortar, or stay inside the wall in case the inner walls are also improperly covered.
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To improve the heat transfer coefficient you need to lower the humidity in the walls, which you will
achieve with the re-plastering as described above and with the accompanying restoring measures such as
applying a gutter, restoring your old windows, doors, the roof and floors.
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